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LAW COMMISSION 
LOBBY ON JULY 2ND
Last Tuesday, July 2nd, myself
along with the Committee of the
LCDC, as well as concerned
members, attended the House of
Parliament to attend the Law
Commission Lobby on behalf of the
Club. 
A full report of the day can be seen
on pages 4-5 of the Badge.
There are some within the trade who
believe that nothing will materialise from
the Law Commission Review. We at the
LCDC believe that we simply cannot take
this risk of the Law Commissions findings
becoming law. 
Our trade has been undermined already
by poor legislation regarding private hire
licences and also satellite offices which
have damaged our trade so much it is
untrue - we simply cannot afford to sit
back and let these people cause
irreparable damage to our Industry. 
I would urge all cab drivers to contact
their MP and inform them of their concerns
and opposition, for be under no illusions
that if these reforms are introduced our
trade as we know it will disappear
overnight!

TFL SPLURGE £300M ON BUSES
As most of you may have read, TFL
have recently spent the eye
watering sum of over £300m on
buying 100 new Route master
buses for the capital, to then lease
them back to the privately owned
bus companies.
As you can see on the opposite page I
recently had a meeting with the Mayor at City
Hall, where I pointed out to him that TFL
could ( with this sum ) buy at least 10,000
new taxis to then lease them to the cab
drivers. This could have been a very cost
effective solution of upgrading the taxi fleet in
the capital and stop us from being the “fall-
guy” when it comes to emissions in London.

HALTS MISLEAD THE PUBLIC
USING HEATHROW AIRPORT

After losing the contract for the
desks at Heathrow, it seems that in
a desperate attempt to retain some
of its credit card work , HALTS  has
resulted into using scaremongering
measures. 
On HALTS’ website they posted that since
the removal of the desks in the terminals it
was very difficult to obtain a taxi. Therefore

it was recommending to passengers that to
guarantee a taxi at Heathrow they pre-book
one through their web site.
Desperate strokes by desperate folks.

PLEASE SUPPORT DAVID
BOWER ON CYCLE RUN

And finally I would like to say good
luck to our member Dave Bower,
who is cycling from England to
France and hoping to raise money
for the Royal British Legion. 
Pedal to Paris, now in its 18th year, is an
amazing 4 day, 460 kilometre ride through
some of the best cycling countryside on
both sides of the Channel, culminating at a
moving ceremony at the Arc de Triomphe.
Anyone wishing to support a great cause,
please go to:
www.virginmoneygiving.com/DavidBower1
to donate.

Editorial
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At last week’s meeting with the
Mayor at City Hall, I voiced the
club’s concerns over the
impending Law Commission
review of the trade currently taken
place.
I mentioned to him that we attended
the lobby at the House Of Parliament
the previous Tuesday and the upshot
of the meeting (which was attended
by 21 MPs) was that the responsibility
for the implementation of any
changes of the law regarding the taxi
trade would fall firmly on the
shoulders of MPs. I explained these
points to Boris and thanked him for
his previous support in which he
wrote to the Law Commission and
asked them to leave London alone 
I then went on to ask him if he would
be willing on the trade’s behalf to write
to all of London’s sitting MPs and
seek their support in opposing the
Law Commission’s findings and send
the review back to the Transport
Select Committee where it belongs.
I am very happy to report to the
trade that the Mayor is in the process
of doing just this and once again has
shown his support for the taxi trade in
London.
Another item we discussed at the
Mayoral meeting was the introduction
of door stickers for the inside doors of
taxis warning passengers to be aware
of opening the doors of the taxi in
front of oncoming cyclists. These
stickers will be voluntary for the driver.
TFL also planned to introduce a
“code of conduct “ for passengers and
drivers alike, but to be honest they
received no support from the trade
representatives in the room!
On a positive note, whilst we were
discussing the “code of conduct”  I
gave Boris the scenario of a situation
I faced several weeks ago, when I

had a drunken female passenger in
my taxi who refused to pay me. I
eventually explained that by chance I
met up with a parked police car who
managed to get me my fare, but on
the back of this Boris instructed TFL
to advertise and highlight the crime of
Bilking and to inform passengers that
if they take a taxi and refuse to pay at
the other end, this constitutes a crime

and could result in a conviction and a
criminal record.
I also mentioned to Boris that the
taxi trade felt “unloved” as in a recent
TFL announcement he had talked
about all the plus points for transport
in the capital, but nothing for the taxi
trade. 
I reminded him that the financial
incentives he had talked about with

the introduction of the 15 year age
limit had come to nothing and what
more could he do to help us?
The Mayor has agreed for TFL to
look at ways to help taxi drivers
finance newer taxis through a new
incentive scheme. 
It might not be the £300m TFL paid
for the new buses, but let’s wait and
see.

Boris To Write To Every London 
MP Over Law Commission

Boris backs LCDC over Law Commission review
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TAXI TRADE PARLIAMENTARY LOBBY: 2 JULY 2013

A  two-hour lobby of
parliament was organised
jointly by three national unions
– Unite, RMT and GMB – that
represent drivers across the
country, on 2nd July . It was
organised primarily by London
Unite officer, Mike Hedges.
There were probably in the
region of 100 people gathered
in the room. In addition to the
representatives from the three
unions, there were
representatives from Mercedes
and LTC; Eddie Symes from
HATDU and a nine strong party
from the LCDC. 
Twenty two MPs attended the lobby
to lend their support for the trade at
one time or another during the
debate.  Prominent among these
MPs were Louise Ellman, chair of
the transport select committee and
Maria Eagles, shadow transport
minister. Many of the speaking MPs
mentioned that they had never seen

a lobby room as full as on this day.
There followed a lot of good advice
and information from MPs and
Union officials who stood on the
rostrum.
Cab drivers were urged to lobby
their MPs individually and where
possible, in person. It was stressed
that the next election is only two
years away and that MPs’ minds
would soon begin to be
concentrated on re-election above
all else, particularly those MPs in
marginal seats. 
Many MPs mentioned that this was
the first time ever that the Law
Commission (LC) had produced an
interim report and this had been
entirely due to trade pressure. The
meeting was told that there was little
public awareness of what the LC
did, or of their findings. Therefore,
the LC had been quite shocked by
the response to this consultation
and bewildered by the opposition to
it. Their job is normally to study

arcane law and beat it into a modern
shape with no consideration for its
practical application. Thus, they
have found making this report more
than a little uncomfortable. This lack
of practical consideration was
demonstrated when the LC were
asked how enforcement activities
would be funded and distributed
within a national system and simply
answered that this was not part of
their remit.
Lousie Ellman pointed out that the
Transport Select Committee had
reported on taxi and PH legislation
in July 2011. The committee
concluded that “the government
want to refer the matter to the Law
Commission. We believe a more
effective approach would be for
government to work with the trade,
local authorities and user groups to
develop and bring forward new
legislation within the lifetime of this
parliament.”  
Norman Baker (LIB DEM), the

transport minister, then went against
this recommendation and appointed
the LC. The result is that the LC may
well propose an end to local
licensing in favour of a national
licensing system.
Many questions were raised as to
what would happen to areas where
local taxi drivers were essential to
the service supplied to various
passenger groups, including some
of the most vulnerable people. In
large cities, tourists rely on drivers’
local knowledge to help them to
enjoy a safe and enjoyable
experience. Local drivers more often
than not also have detailed personal
knowledge of the old, infirm and
disabled who rely on taxi services
that allow them to move around
outside of their homes. These
services would be undermined by a
national licensing system.
More than one MP stressed this
legislation could not be allowed to
go through as it stood, warning that

www.lcdcorg.wordpress.com

The LCDC Committee and members wait outside the Houses of Parliament before entering the lobby
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a national licence would damage
taxi driver and proprietor income
and result in a lowering of standards
that would greatly reduce passenger
and driver safety. Local licensing
produces the most efficient
enforcement and regulation of the
taxi and PH industry. The public is
entitled to expect a safe vehicle and
a fit and proper driver. A de-
regulated and de-restricted system,
as could be the case, would
jeopardise these reasonable
expectations. Over–supply of drivers
would result in cutting vehicle
maintenance and without public
funding, enforcement of licensing
would deteriorate greatly. Yet,
government wants a national
system of licensing with a much
lower standard than is current. It
was pointed out that the minister,
Norman Baker, has changed from
supporting local services to
supporting a national licence,
despite being a supposed champion

of the disabled.
MPs pointed out that in many areas
there was a public transport deficit
and this failure of public transport
was usually compensated for by
taxis, making local taxi services an
integral part of the public transport
system.  A national licensing system
would severely damage the taxi
supply to such areas.
The lobby was assured that there
were many MPs on our side,
prepared to fight the LC proposals
together with the trade, but drivers
needed personally to lobby their MP
and ask them to back the transport
select committee recommendation
that this issue be dealt with by
government, rather than the LC. It
was pointed out that everywhere de-
restriction of licences has been tried,
it has never worked in practise and
ended up with an over-supply of
cabs. A national licensing system
with cross-border hiring will work in
exactly the same way as de-

restriction.
There were many who felt that
government’s objective was to justify
de-regulation and de-restriction our
industry via a national licensing
system. Neither government nor the
LC appears to have considered how
such a system would be enforced or
paid for. Currently there are 342
licensing authorities that individually
collect licence fees from which
enforcement activities are paid for.
It is self-funded. It is probable that a
national licensing system would
require funds from the public purse
and even then, trying to distribute
enforcement activities efficiently
across the whole country would be a
logistical nightmare. 
There were several speakers from
the floor, including Eddie Symes and
Grant Davis, from the London
contingent.
In summary, the meeting was

warned that this was a political
battle even more so than a legal one

and the final LC report might be very
different (and not for the better)to
the interim report published by the
LC. The only way the trade will win
this is by applying enough pressure
to MPs and ministers. While LC
proposals usually go through
without challenge, they don’t all
make it to that stage. A good
proportion of LC reports end up
gathering dust on shelves and never
see the light of day and this is how
we win. Instead of concentrating on
doing battle with the LC, the battle is
with the politicians. If there is too
much heat on the subject, the
easiest way to reduce that heat is to
leave the report on the shelf and
thus, not have to make any
unpopular decisions.
There is another lobby set for
September. It’s time for the London
cab trade to show its strength by
showing up in huge numbers. 
Don’t let yourself down by not
attending.

thelcdc@gmail.com

Mike Hedges Unite the Union and Grant Davis attending Law Commission lobbyShadow Transport secretary Maria Eagles speaks to the lobby





HALTS CHAIRMAN Colin Evans is
furious that Heathrow taxi drivers
have finally succeeded in crushing
the HALTS regime. As an act of
vengeance, a warning notice has
been posted on the internet website
of Evans’ private company Heathrow
Taxis.
The notice warns that because
HALTS’ taxi desks in the terminals are
now closed, passengers arriving at
Heathrow will have problems finding a
taxi. The notice makes no mention of
Heathrow’s official taxi ranks or the 400
taxis on stand-by that keep the ranks
supplied at all hours of the day and
night. Would-be taxi passengers who
browse the internet are being falsely
advised that to be sure of hiring a taxi
at Heathrow, they will need to make an
advanced on-line booking with Evans’
Heathrow Taxis. 

Hotels at Heathrow 
The taxi trade often discusses
whether Heathrow taxi drivers are
getting a fair share of the large volume
of work that local hotels generate.
Drivers who set down at the hotels in
Bath Road, for example, are always on
the lookout for a return journey to the
terminals, but all hotels seem to have
minicabs clogging up their forecourts.
This means the chances of a taxi
picking up after setting down are not as
good as they could be. The Sheraton
Heathrow situated on the Colnbrook
by-pass, has spaces marked out for
taxis near the hotel entrance, but the
spaces are always occupied by
minicabs. Recently there have been
confrontations between taxi and PH
drivers when guests standing at the
hotel’s entrance have hired taxis to the
terminals (and sometimes way beyond)
instead of using the hotel’s PH drivers. 
It needs to be made clear to all the
hotels who have arrangements with
private hire that hotel guests who want
to go to the terminals and elsewhere
have a right to make taxis their first
choice. The PH drivers in their scruffy
suits and shiny cars charge double

what taxis charge and if hotel staff lose
their commission from PH companies
then that’s too bad. But whatever
happens, hotels can’t stop taxis from
picking up on their forecourts. 
We need to develop this ‘short-haul’
hotel work and to take it away from PH
companies once and for all. With
regard to Heathrow drivers’ views on
the value of local journeys, it’s a case
of one man’s meat is another man’s
poison. But for the majority there’s no
doubt that when a driver picks up
immediately after setting down at a
hotel, the relatively mediocre job
suddenly becomes a worthwhile one.
The PH firms charge a £25 minimum to
go from Bath Road hotels to the
terminals. Unfortunately, although Colin
Evans & Co were always propped up
with tonnes of funding from Heathrow
drivers, they lacked the business skills
needed to evict PH from the hotel
forecourts and to get licensed taxis
installed. The LCDC has faith in the taxi
trade at Heathrow and now that the
HALTS has all but disappeared
completely, we need a stronger
presence in the terminals and a
stronger presence at all Heathrow
hotels. A huge volume of local hotel
work has been cornered by PH in the
past fifteen years and we have to break
their virtual monopoly.

New Marshalling Scheme 
The LCDC is due to attend a meeting
later this month with senior officers of
the MPS Heathrow. We intend to do our
best to come out of the meeting with
confirmation that taxi marshals cannot
be allowed to breach taxi-byelaws as a
reward for carrying out unpaid anti-tout
duties in the passenger terminals. The
marshals have accused the LCDC of
raising legal issues that the marshals
believe should be left alone. The LCDC
pleads guilty to the charges levelled by
the marshals and admits to knowing
that under the provisions of the Aviation
Security Act 1982, all security costs at
Heathrow have to be calculated by
Heathrow Police and paid for by airport

operator Heathrow Ltd.(BAA). 
If a new marshalling scheme is to
have the dual role of deterring the touts
and directing would-be taxi passengers
to the ranks, then control of the scheme
needs to be transferred from the
marshals to the trade organisations.
Then and only then, will it be possible
to form a new team of official
representatives in the terminals. The
LCDC insists that drastic changes to
the present marshalling scheme have
got to be made and feeder park by-
passing needs to be ruled out as
means of rewarding people for their
labour. 
There is no doubt that taxi marshals
have had their own way for far too long.
But, any plan for reforms needs to start
with a clean sheet and a new set of
rules. It’s already been agreed among
the trade reps that Heathrow drivers
need marshals who will be answerable
to the trade organisations and not just
to themselves as they are at present.
There’s no intention to allow them to
continue as an independent body and
new rules to control them will not be
drafted by the marshals in yet another
one of their home-made Service Level
Agreements. If marshals who’ve not
been through the feeder parks for ten
years can’t agree to work to new rules,
then they will have to suffer the
indignity of resuming normal cab
driving. 
Marshals won’t be allowed to cover
just office hours as they do at present,
they’ll have to cover the evenings and
weekends. There will be no holding
rides over and disappearing at tea-time
and coming back to make an early start
the next morning. All Heathrow cabbies
would love to do work the family

friendly hours that the marshals
choose, but if they did the Heathrow
taxi service would collapse. 
Taxi byelaw 9(10) states all drivers
must go through the feeder parks,
unless they have either permission
from the police or BAA to do otherwise.
A well known marshals’ spokesman
who regularly pesters the LCDC, claims
that the taxi byelaws shouldn’t be
enforced because in his words,
byelaws work against the trade. He’s
been invited by the LCDC to explain
which of the byelaws he has in mind,
but predictably he seems to have taken
a vow of silence. 

Data Protection and the Taxi System
In 1998, Data Protection officials
agreed with submissions made by
LCDC that information on taxi drivers
held on Heathrow’s Taxi System
computer is correctly defined under the
Data Protection Act as drivers’ personal
data. In 2013 the law remains in force
as it was then and any disclosure of a
driver’s data to outside third parties
including members of the public is an
event that needs to be properly
recorded by the Taxi System. The
Metropolitan Police Service (MPS) has
confirmed that last January NSL
employees made disclosures of a
Heathrow driver’s personal data to
unnamed third parties. The LCDC is
making an all out effort to find out
exactly what took place and just how
frequently these disclosures are made.
The Police have made no comment as
to the possible rights and wrongs of the
disclosure. It appears to be an incident
consisting of privacy issues that may
need to be brought to the attention of
the Information Commissioner. 

thelcdc@gmail.com

Airport Matters
BY PETER “THE CANNON”
L.C.D.C AIRPORT REP
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HENRY DOG RIP
(30.12.98 – 04.07.13)

Please forgive my self-indulgence
but we had to have the older of our
two Cocker Spaniels, Henry (H to all
that knew him), put down this week.
H was a happy accident.
On a trip to Sri Lanka the wife and I
spent many hours walking in the
beautiful countryside. It inspired us
to do the same when we got back
home and so decided to get another
dog after many years without one.
The wife wanted a Cavalier Spaniel
and I wanted a Springer Spaniel.
After some haggling, we settled on a
Cocker. The wife was determined to
have a bitch rather than a dog and I
was indifferent. The first litter we
went to view, this tiny runt of the litter
with a face like Snoopy, immediately
plonked himself on the wife’s lap.
What she thought didn’t matter as H
had made his choice.
H was a particularly intelligent dog,
unlike his companion, Bert, who has
the intelligence of your average tree.
He was also strong-willed, as
opposed to being wilful. Make no
mistake, he loved the family and the
family loved him but he was my dog
and I was his man. We gave each
other almost 15 years of pleasure.
He was always there to greet me
when I came home in the early
hours and then when I awoke to an
otherwise empty house in the
mornings. I cannot describe how it
felt the first night I came home and

he wasn’t there.
H was a good age for a Spaniel but
time had made its mark on him. He’d
been deaf as a post for about four
years. In the last year or so, his
heart was wearing out and it took
barrow-loads of drugs to keep it
going and he was starting to go a bit
senile. He still loved his walks but
could not manage it every day. The
last few months we spent trying a
range of drugs to make his tear
ducts produce lubrication for his
eyes but mostly to no avail.
In the last few weeks he was
unable to go for walks, was
constantly rubbing his eyes to ease
the irritation and in the end we were
feeding him chicken by hand to get
him to eat at all. It was time and we
all knew it. 
Funnily enough, on the day I was to
do the terrible deed, H picked up
and was quite lively. This was great
on one hand to have a nice, last day
but on the other, made me question
if what I was about to do was right. It
was though. It was what I would
have wanted for myself when I reach
that sort of state. H trusted me
absolutely all his life and this day
was no different, trotting happily
alongside me into the vet’s. How did
I reward that trust? By having him
put down. I know it was the right
thing to do but it still feels like
betrayal. 

OI, YOU!!!

I’m sure you have had your fill of
the Law Commission (LC) this
issue but there are a couple of
things I’d like to say on the subject. 
Make no mistake that if the outcome
of the LC review comes into law,
your living could be gone in two
years from now. It is that serious. It
is too late to leave the matter to him

or her, they or them – it really is
down to YOU and ME.
YOU have to contact your MP. In
person at a surgery would be best
but an e-mail is better than nothing.
YOU have to point out that national
licensing would end the relationship
between local drivers and vulnerable
passenger groups such as the
disabled and women travelling alone
at night.  YOU have to point out that
the taxi trade could no longer be
relied on to supplement areas of
“public transport deficit” under a
national licensing system. YOU have
to point out that taxi services and
enforcement are funded 100% by
the trade under the current system
but a national system, in all
probability, would require some
public funding, including the
additional cost of distributing that
funding.
Just paying subs to an organisation
such as the LCDC is not enough on
this occasion – YOU have to get
involved for the sake of you, your
family and your trade. Don’t leave it
to others!

HAILO v ADDISON LEE

I think I may have some bad news for
those of us that think Hailo is winning
the war against the minicabs.
Addison Lee(AL) has recently
published their accounts for 2012. 
Once again, their turnover has
increased hugely, along with pre-tax
profits. AL turnover from their
minicab operations has more or less
doubled over four years, to £160
million. Their pre-tax profits have
increased by over 300% in the same
period to £8.1 million. These figures
are all the more imp ressive when
viewed against the back-drop of the
taxi circuits’ performance.
These figures are all before the

Carlyle Group bought out the
company for a reported, laughable
£300 million. I mean, who buys a
company for a price that on current
profits would take £37 years to
recoup, backed against assets worth
only 5.5% of the reputed buying
price?
So anyway, Hailo are reputed to
have in excess of 10,000
subscribers and to have dispatched
more than a million jobs in twelve
months. Judging by the figures, they
are winning it from our own circuits
and our own street work and not, as
it is alleged, from AL. If this is the
case, then a lot of Hailo business
may well be taking premium taxi
work and recycling it into discounted
work for taxi drivers.
Of course, Hailo may also be
winning work from smaller PH
companies but it seems fairly likely
that they aren’t taking it from AL.
How’s your street work been during
the last couple of years since Hailo
came on the scene? Without a doubt
the circuits have been seriously hit.
Without doubt, the recession has
done us no favours and also without
doubt, AL are winning work from the
circuits and possibly the streets.
Where Hailo works into this equation
though, is for you to decide.
As businessmen/women you have
to decide what is best for your
business. Hailo seemed to be a
brilliant idea, increasing business ,
so we thought, at the expense of the
PH trade. Now it doesn’t look so
certain that this is where Hailo
business is coming from. Add to this
that we have no idea who will own
and control Hailo in the future and its
long-term value to the trade may not
be as great as we have been
thinking. To be fair, we need to see
Comcab and Hailo’s results before
being able to make an informed
decision on this.

thelcdc@gmail.com

Walker on the March....
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Despite advice and guidance being
issued we have continued to receive
complaints regarding problems
caused by taxis around the
Paddington Station area and
specifically in Praed Street, Edgware
Road and Harrow Road.

The complaints and issues reported
include:

� Emergency service vehicles 
being obstructed and delayed

� Buses being obstructed

� The junction at Praed Street /  
Edgware Road being blocked

� Taxis parking in cycle lanes

� Construction traffic from 
worksites in the area being 
obstructed and delayed

� Road users being delayed on 
Harrow Road

� Complaints from local 
businesses

These complaints are primarily as a
result of taxis:

� Stopping and parking in Praed 
Street, between the station 
exit/Hilton Hotel and Eastbourne 
Terrace

� Over-ranking along Harrow 
Road, Edgware Road and into 
Praed Street

� Blocking emergency service 
vehicle access to and from St 
Mary’s Hospital

Although we understand that during
certain periods the taxi rank at the station
can become very busy, over-ranking at
the station and waiting in the surrounding
roads is causing serious problems.

The police have informed TfL that they
will be undertaking on-street
compliance activities in this area and

action will be taken against drivers
who continue to cause an obstruction
and Penalty Charge Notices (PCNs)
will also be issued. In addition to the
on-street compliance, activity camera
enforcement in this area will also
commence.
Taxi drivers should take all possible
steps to avoid over-ranking or
causing an obstruction and are
reminded that they are expected to
comply with the requirements of the
Highway Code and their taxi licence
at all times.
There will be action involving TfL,
Westminster City Council and the
police to ensure the smooth flow of
traffic in this area. Any driver who fails
to comply with the instructions issued
by the police or an Authorised Officer
or who is observed causing an
obstruction will have their fitness to
hold a taxi driver’s licence reviewed.
Yet again LTPH threaten the cab

trade with enforcement, when they
do nothing to enforce the illegal
touting that goes on night after
night in London. 

Alan’s Angle

LCDC Has Peugeot E7 
Mini Cab Licence Revoked
Two weeks ago an LCDC member
called into the office asking us to
look at pictures he had taken on
his phone of a Peugeot E7 that
had been licensed by London Taxi
and Private Hire as a mini cab. 
The pictures revealed that the E7
had the interior designs of a London
taxi like the Peugeot E7 that is
licensed by other Licensing
Authorities outside the capital and as
we know are keen to break into the
London market.
LCDC Vice Chairman Alan
McGrady immediately contacted TPH
and asked them why they had
licensed this vehicle.
Within 24 hrs of the club contacting
TPH we received this email reply:

Alan,

Firstly,
thanks for
raising this
issue with
me. 
As
promised, I looked into this as quickly
as possible.
Having reviewed the issue you
raised I can confirm that the vehicle
was licensed by NSL by mistake.
The contract is obviously very new
and it was a genuine mistake. 
The licence has now been
withdrawn and NSL is now clear on
what can / can't be licensed as a

private hire vehicle.
I believe Helen has also been
liaising with Grant on this. 
Thanks again for bringing this to my
attention.

- Cliff Llewellyn

Although we are grateful for TPH
acting so swiftly on this vehicle we
still have major concerns as to why
they still allow the Mercedes Vito to
be licensed as a mini cab in the
capital as they have the design and
shape of a Vito licensed taxi.

Paddington area-TFL press release 
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Greetings to all cabbies, green
and yellow badge alike, and to all
Knowledge boys and girls. Indeed
a very good friend of mine who is

currently a bus driver, has
announced that he wants to do
the Knowledge. I am looking
forward to helping him.

At the end of last year, Boris
Johnson announced that he wanted
all the rickshaws off the road. Now is
it my imagination, or are these highly
illegal death traps multiplying?! Now
come on, Boris, you’ve announced
the fifteen year age rule on our cabs.
Now put your money where your
mouth is, and make these death
traps illegal before someone gets
killed.
How many of you use the social
network Twitter? It’s informative and
good fun. Sadly, however, I received
some abuse from a yellow badge
driver, who was also moaning about
the London Cab Drivers’ Club. Please
allow me to reply to this disgruntled
cabbie in a more coherent,
professional, and gentlemanly
manner. One of the many great
things my colleague Grant Davis has
done for the cab trade is to introduce
the identifier. Like it or lump it, one of
the purposes of the identifier is to
eradicate yellow badge drivers from
plying for hire in the much coveted
green badge area. It saddens me that

a number of yellow badge drivers
have said to me that the job isn’t the
same since the identifier was
introduced. I wonder why?
My major concern for this month
however is Frances Patterson QC’s
quote which absolutely infuriated me
suggesting “moving away from the
outdated concept of plying for hire”.
How dare you, Ms Patterson, attempt
to attack the finest cab trade in the
world? You quite clearly have no
understanding of the Knowledge, the
history of London’s cab trade, the
iconic black cab, and the fact that
London boasts the finest cabbies in
the world. By making these ludicrous
suggestions, you would be ruining
the livelihood of over 20,000 of the
world’s finest. Try getting a cab in
New York, Ms Patterson, you would
have to tell the driver where to go.
May I suggest, Ms Patterson, that
you retire immediately, and move to
New York.

Be lucky,
Graham

Views of Butterboy Graham

Opp Millwall Football Ground
Unit 17 Enterprise Ind. Est. Bolina Road, Rotherhithe London SE16 3LF

We are a family run business, with five fully qualified testers on site, established as an MOT Testing Centre since 1994
Testing Class IV (Cars & Small Vans) Class V ( Mini Buses) and Class VII (Large Vans)

We welcome all London Taxi Cabs to the MOT Testing Scheme

To help ease the pain during the first year of the scheme we have introduced 
a special offer for all London taxi cabs

1st MOT £40.00   2nd Test 6 months later for £35.00

Our dedicated website is now up and running for bookings: 
www.gps-testing.co.uk 

or e-mail: stephen.taylor@gps-testing.co.uk 

Mot Testing
GPS
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IMPORTANT NOTICE 
TO ALL DRIVERS

It is imperative that when you
receive your CRB request when
renewing your licence you
complete and send back
immediately!

Failure to do so may lead 
to a delay in your licence being
processed. And subsequently,
you will be unable to work.
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Application Form
Please complete this form in BLOCK CAPITALS

The subscription rate is £170 per annum. If you are unable to pay in a
single payment please make one cheque payable to “The London Cab
Drivers’ Club Ltd,” with today’s date, for £56.67, and two post-dated
cheques one month apart for £56.67.

Send the completed form to: THE MEMBERSHIP SECRETARY,
The London Cab Drivers’ Club Ltd, UNIT A 303.2
Tower Bridge Business Complex, Tower Point, 
100 Clements Road, Southwark, London SE16 4DG

Mr/Mrs/Miss/Ms:.................... Surname: ......................................

First Names:......................................................................................

Address: ...........................................................................................
............................................... Post Code: ......................................
Badge No: ............................. Shift: ...............................................
Telephone No: (with full STC code):................................................

I agree to abide by the rules of the Club. I also agree that the above
information will be kipt by the LCDC in a computer system under the
terms of the Data Protection Act.

I understand that I will not be eligible for legal representation for 
matters arising prior to the date of this application. Thereby declare that
I have no outstanding PCO or police matters pending.

Signed:  ......................................  Date: ......................................

AS AN L.C.D.C
MEMBER YOU 
WILL RECEIVE:
�� 24 HOUR DUTY 

SOLICITOR  
EXCLUSIVE TO THE 
CAB TRADE
Your 24 Hr duty solicitor 
hotline membership card.
Peace of mind 24 hrs of 
the day.

�� FULL LEGAL COVER
Our fantastic team of City 
Of London based solicitors 
and barristers, experts in 
Hackney Carriage and 
road traffic law.

�� COMPLAINTS
AND APPEALS
As a member of the LCDC,
we will deal with any 
complaint that has been 
made against you by
members of the public.
Also we will attend the
LTPH with you on any
personal appeals that 
would affect your licence.

�� HEATHROW 
AIRPORT 
REPRESENTATION
With our reps at the airport 
working hard on the 
trade’s behalf for a fairer, 
and more safer future
at Heathrow.

�� RANKS 
AND HIGHWAYS
The LCDC attend the Joint 
Ranks committee, working 
hard for more ranks and 
more access for the taxi 
trade in London.

�� CAB TRADE ADVICE
All members can call the 
office for any information
or up to the date news on 
any trade related subject.

�� MEDIA AND 
AUTHORITIES
The LCDC is always the 
first to be called when the 
media want the “Cab 
Trade’s “ reaction. 

The Chairman is a regular
contributor on LBC, Radio 
London, and the BBC.
We at the Club also
represent the trade at 
meetings with the Mayor’s 
Office, TFL, LTPH, 
Corporation Of London, 
BAA, and all Local 
Authorities in the Capital.

�� HEALTH 
CONCERNS
Are you concerned about 
your badge and bill due to
your health? 
As a member of the Club, 
we can alleviate the stress 
by dealing with the 
authorities on your behalf.

LCDC MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION

Please complete this form and send it with your application form

(LCDC) Ltd UNIT 303.2
TOWER BRIDGE BUSINESS COMPLEX, TOWER POINT,

100 CLEMENT’S ROAD, SOUTHWARK
LONDON, SE16 4DG

0207 394 5553

Standing Order Form

Your Bank: .........................................................................................
Your Bank Address:............................................................................
Post Code:..........................................................................................

Please pay the sum of £15 NOW and monthly therafter 
until further notice.

Please pay the sum of £42.50 NOW and then quarterly thereafter 
until further notice.

Quoting Reference No (         )

To the account of THE LONDON CAB DRIVERS’ CLUB LTD, 
Barclays Bank Bloomsbury & Tottenham Court Road branch, 

PO BOX 1134, London W128GG
Sort Code 20-10-53. Account No- 40450421.

Your Name: .....................................................................................
Account No:  .....................................................................................
Sort Code: .......................................................................................
Signature: ........................................................................................
Date: ..................................................................................................
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Maximum age at which members can join Up to 60 years

Death £60,000
Death of Spouse £50,000
Permanent Total Disablement £50,000
Temporary Total Disablement, £300 per week
(for Accident and/or Illness other than for 
stress/mental illness and/or back related 
injury up to 50 weeks after an elimination 
period of 2 weeks)
Temporary Total Disablement, £90 per week
for Accident and/or Illness for stress/mental 
illness and/or back related injury after an 
elimination period of 2 weeks

Hospitalisation, per week for up to 2 weeks £400 per week

Hospitalisation, per week for weeks 3 and 4 £200 per week

BENEFIT

HOW DO I JOIN?  Simply email Louise at the LCDC on thelcdc@gmail.com or call 0207 394 5553

LCDC launch health and 
sickness scheme for membersLCDC MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION

As Chairman of the
LCDC, after many
conversations with our
membership I am proud
finally to announce the
introduction of the first
ever LCDC Health &
Sickness Scheme.
This has not happened
overnight and has taken
many months of negotiations
to provide what we feel is an
excellent scheme for all our

members. 
The deal we have negotiated
is placed with certain
underwriters at Lloyd’s and
gives you, the member,
access to the unrivalled
security and stability of the
world’s leading insurance
market. We believe that the
new scheme on offer is more
than competitive with
anything currently on the
market and will be available

to all drivers aged up to 60.
Uniquely, we are also
delighted to be able to offer
our Associate members on
the Knowledge their own
Health & Sickness scheme,
which I believe is the first of
its kind in the taxi trade. This
is the LCDC investing and
looking after the guys and
girls out there who will be the
life blood of the taxi trade in
the years to come.

Hopefully this is the
beginning of expanding the
benefits of belonging to the
LCDC.
We have many ideas in the
pipeline to enhance being a
member of the LCDC and we
look forward to rolling these
out in the coming months.

- Grant Davis 
Chairman

TAXI DRIVERS’ SCHEME £35.50 / month

Maximum age at which members can join 18 to 60 years

Death £30,000

Permanent Total Disablement £25,000

Temporary Total Disablement, £150 per week
(for Accident and/or Illness other than for
stress/mental illness and/or back related 
injury up to 50 weeks after an elimination 
period of 2 weeks)

Hospitalisation, per week for up to 2 weeks £200 per week

Hospitalisation, per week for weeks 3 and 4 £100 per week

BENEFIT

KNOWLEDGE STUDENT SCHEME £10.50 / month

Introducing LCDC’s

CLUBPROTECTA
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Southwark Bridge Testing Station
164 Southwark Bridge Road,
Southwark, SE1 0DG

tel: 0208 620 0201
e-mail: sbmots@talktalk.net
web: www.sbmots.co.uk

Southwark Bridge 
Testing Station

�� M.O.T
�� BRAKES
�� SUSPENSIONS
�� DIAGNOSTICS
�� WATER/OIL

�� SERVICE
�� EXHAUSTS
�� AIR-CON
�� ELECTRICAL
�� ALL REPAIRS

Tony Forsythe: 
“Why two M.O.Ts are as easy as 123”

With the new testing regime of two
M.O.Ts coming into force on 1st
March, I visited Long lane Taxi
Centre in Southwark Bridge Road
to see how they were gearing up
for the change.
Tony Forsythe, who runs Long Lane Taxi
Centre along with his brother Simon, was
very optimistic about the upcoming
changes.

“For the last few months we have been
working alongside Southwark Bridge
Testing Centre, which is situated within our
garage complex, to deliver a stress free
service to all our existing customers, as
well as welcoming new drivers who just
require a one stop shop with no hassle.”
Tony, who runs one of the biggest TX4
fleets in the capital, was keen to point out

the advantages of using Long Lane for
your new testing requirements.
“Drivers can come into us and relax in
the waiting room, have a cup of tea, and
watch the news whilst we put their taxi up
on the ramp and see what they need. We
offer an M.O.T test with a no failure fee
and if the test flags up a faulty item then
we can repair it straightaway and put it

back on the ramp and get a pass. We are
also offering drivers a fixed top end check
for just £100, which checks things such as
lights, belts, etc, as well as a full valet.”
As well as offering a fantastic body shop

facility, servicing, running repairs and also
taxi rentals, Long Lane is forging ahead as
a real One-Stop-Shop for all the needs of
a working cabbie.

Tony Forsythe of Long Lane Long Lane body shop for TX and Mercedes Long Lane taxi centre offers full body shop repairs

Southwark Bridge Testing Station is a family run business and is located
in Southwark SE1. It offers a full range of garage services for all makes

and models of cars and light vans, including MOTs, brakes,
suspensions, exhausts, air-conditioning, electrical and diagnostics, as

well as a wide range of servicing.

So if your vehicle needs an MOT, servicing or repairs, please contact us
or just call in to make an appointment. Also, while you wait for your

MOT, you can take advantage and use our free wifi, so you can carry on
working and not miss those important emails or deadlines.

www.lcdcorg.wordpress.com
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Mini-cabs spelt…..T…A…X…I

Van or private hire?

At my recent Mayoral meeting I
highlighted  to Boris`s  attention the
fact that the private hire industry in
the Capital is committing identity
fraud against the licensed taxi trade
on a daily basis.
As you can see from the above mini cab
Apps we have displayed, these
companies are trading on the name and
reputation of the world`s best taxi service
by calling themselves just thatNTaxis!
To be honest, Boris was unaware of the
severity of the problem and after I had
explained to him that I had in the past tried
to get TPH to treat this with the
seriousness it deserves and employ
someone at Palestra to actively seek the

law breakers and take action against them
to conform with the law, he informed Helen
Chapman ( TPH ) who was present to
indeed take action against these
companies and report back to him on what
actions she had in fact undertaken.

In 2010 John Mason signed this TPH
notice regarding this Private Hire
Notice regarding the advertising
Private Hire ServicesNNsee below.
Despite repeated reminders and clear
guidance and advice issued by Transport
for London (TfL) we continue to receive a
high level of complaints, information and
evidence showing that some licensed
London private hire operators continue to
advertise their services using words ‘taxi’

or ‘cab’.
Again we would like to inform all
operators that the advertising of their
services in this manner is clearly not
permitted under the conditions set out in
section 31 of the Private Hire Vehicles
(London) Act 1998.
This section clearly states that no private

hire advertising can use the words ‘taxi’,
‘taxis’, ‘cab’ or ‘cabs’, or words closely
resembling any of those words, and that
any person who contravenes this is guilty
of an offence.
TfL will always take appropriate action

against those licensed operators who
commit such an offence but such activity is
very time consuming, is not a cost
effective use of our resources and has a

direct adverse impact on the private hire
licence fee.
Operators are therefore reminded that

they are not permitted under any
circumstances to use the terms ‘cab(s)’,
‘taxi(s)’ or any words closely resembling
these terms in advertisements and that
they must comply with section 31 of the
Private Hire Vehicles (London) Act 1998.
Failure to do so can result in the

revocation of your operator license and /
or legal action.
I thank you for your co-operation with

this matter.
As you can see from the above notice
the legislation is in place but once again
the PH industry in the capital show nothing
but utter contempt to LTPH. 

Over the last month we have
had drivers contacting us via
email and our twitter account
asking us if these are vans or
Private Hire vehicles.
Looking at the photos we have

been sent we are just as confused
as our members. It’s a three door
van with a LTPH Private Hire
roundel in the back. They are owned
by a courier company who also
have a private hire vehicles working
for them. Now I don’t know about
you, but if I had booked a minicab
and this little van turned up I would
be less than happy. 
We also have concerns over the
safety aspect of these vehicles, as
the passenger sitting on the offside
does not have a door to exit the

vehicle in an emergency. 
When we contacted LTPH and
asked how many passengers these
vehicles were licensed for we were
told four. Now how does a three
door vehicle get licensed for four
passengers? Are these vehicles
legit or is just a scam to avoid
paying congestion charge. We have
asked LTPH to take another look at
these vehicles and maybe they
should revoke the licence of these
vehicles on a safety aspect. Last
week we brought these vehicles to
the attention of the Mayor at our
quarterly meeting, who then straight
away ordered Helen Chapman to
action a review of these vans as to
why they are licensed as Private
Hire Vehicles. 
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LT&PH undertake the “secret survey”
for taxi roof top advertising      

Who runs London?
Late last year we broke the
story to the taxi trade that
Deloitte’s were being
commissioned to undertake a
full top to bottom review of the
directorate of LTPH after they
had received a letter from
Addison Lee’s John Griffin
expressing his deep
dissatisfaction with the way
TPH were treating the private
hire service in the capital. 
It just so happens to be that
Deloittes are one of Addison Lee’s
largest accounts. If this was not bad
enough, in a recent purchase of
Addison Lee by the Carlyle Group
for the reported sum of £300m,
Deloittes were one of the main
consultants in advising the Carlyle
group in the transaction. 
Bearing all this in mind we (the
trade) are still waiting for the
decision from the High Court on

John Griffin`s appeal on the use of
bus lanes by Addison Lee.
This comes on the back of
Goldman Sachs shutting down
Stonecutter Street outside their
offices to create a traffic free zone
for their workers.
One has to ask “who is running our
city?... TFL or large corporations?”

As most of you will have probably have seen driving around the capital
recently there are several taxis sprouting new roof top advertising boards.
We at the LCDC feel these are quite hideous and do the image of the world`s
best taxi service no good at all. 
We have been told by TPH that these have not (as been reported elsewhere )
approved but are on a three month trial. However, no one we know has been
approached for their views on this matter that we believe effects the whole
image of London taxis. 

We would like the answers to two questions please:
1. On whose initiative was this trial introduced in the first place?
2. Who stands to make the most money out of it?
Our information is that some fleet owners are keen for these illuminated signs
to be introduced, but let’s be honest there are people out there who would be
quite happy for drivers to go to work dressed up like Coco the clown if it earned
them another twenty quid a week out if it.
If you wish to gatecrash the TPH secret survey and let your views be heard,
please feel free to email the main guy at Palestra who is running the survey at
the email address below.
alexander.moffat@tfl.gov.uk

John Griffin - Addison Lee

L.C.D.C
LEADERS NOT FOLLOWERS
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Hi there campers,
I have been busily reading about the
Mayor of London’s vision for transport
in London up to 2020. The thing that
has really got my attention is the
expansion of the 20 mile an hour
zones. Let me start by saying that I
understand the speed kills argument
(though I would suggest that most
cyclists are killed by large vehicles
turning left very slowly) I don’t like

when I see people speeding along,
particularly near schools. But surely
to goodness the 20mph zones over
Tower Bridge and along Camden
can’t be helping anybody. 
Variable speed yes, but a blanket 20
mile an hour limit is ridiculous
I have a late night booking with
London’s head of transport Sir Peter
Hendy early next month. It is to see
what is being done about the huge

numbers of illegal mini cabs there
are, touting for business. Last time I
reported on this for The Badgemany
of you didn’t believe that anything
was being done at all. This time I am
hoping to take Grant with me so he
can report back and make
suggestions on your behalf.
Congratulations to Andy Murray for
his magnificent victory in three sets at
Wimbledon. I wish him the best and

wish he would smile a bit more.
Goodness, talk about reserved. He
should be celebrating his win
because now he isn’t just Scottish.
He is now a winner and all winners
are accepted into our way of life, so
now Sir Andy we can final call you
British.
The Tour De France, The Lions,
Wimbledon all we need is the Ashes.
Come on lads you can do it

Eddie invites Grant to join Hendy on tout tour

Eddie Nestor 
BBC London 94.9
Drivetime: Weekdays 5-7pm 
Call: 0207 224 2000

Weekly Podcasts
UK Black
Manchester United Redcast
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Another Royal Ascot has passed
and our three bets went as follows.
On day one our first bet ‘Shea, Shea’
(3 point win) was beaten a short
head - having won the race on his
side of the track he was chinned by
‘Sole Power’ racing on the opposite
side.
On day two we had better fortune
when our second selection (5 point
maximum bet and bet of the meeting)
‘Al Kazeem’ won at 11/4.
Our final bet on day three was
‘Simenon (I point each way) who
finished second to the Queen’s horse
‘Estimate’ only beaten a neck (advised
at 12/1) so a profit was secured there.
July brings us two Group One’s, the
King George VI and Queen Elizabeth
Stakes , run on the 27th July at Ascot.
The second is the Sussex Stakes run
on 31st July at Goodwood.
King George (Ascot, 27th July) run
over 1m4f is the first opportunity for the
3 year olds to take on the older

generation.
Favourite for the race looks sure to be
the Aidan O’Brien trained St Nicholas
Abbey (6 year old).  Has won both
starts this year including the Coronation
Stakes at Epsom last time out beating
Dunaden by 3 and three quarter
lengths.  All ground types come alike to
this classy horse.  Has a big chance
(odds 2/1)
Cirrus Des Aigles (7 years old)
trained in France by Mme C Barande-
Barbe.  This very interesting raider has
some solid form especially on his final
run last year at Ascot when he finished
second only beaten one and a half
lengths by the mighty Frankel.  A repeat
of that run would surely take him very
close.  One run this year at Saint Cloud
France when well beaten fifth of eleven
behind Novellist.  All his best efforts
have come with cut in the ground (odds
4/1).
Novellist (4 year old) trained in
Germany by A Wohler.  Winner of his
last three starts including last time when
beating Cirrus Des Aigles.  Has won on
all types of ground and on a steep
upward curve (odds 5/1)
Trading Leather (3 year old) trained
in Ireland by Jim Bolger.  Won a listed
race at the Curragh beating Lines of

Battle three and a half lengths before
stepping up in grade and winning the
Irish Derby by one and three quarter
lengths from Galileo Rock.  Very
impressive that day and three year olds
have a fantastic record in this race.
Sure to go close (odds 6/1).
At this stage I would not recommend a
bet but if the ground came up soft I
would recommend a 1 point win bet
Cirrus Des Aigles Qipco Sussex Stakes
( Goodwood 31st July)  A fantastic race
which promises to give us round three
of Dawn Approach and Toronado.
Dawn Approach (3 year old) trained by
Jim Bolger, Toronado (3 year old)
trained by Richard Hannon.
The first time these two horses were at
Newmarket in the 2000 Guineas where
Dawn Approach beat Toronado by
seven and a half lengths.  It later
transpired that Toronado had an
infection and ran below par.
The second time the pair met at Royal
Ascot Dawn Approach again came out
on top but this time by the narrowest of
margins (short head).  Can Toronado
turn the tables this time?  I don’t think
so.  Dawn Approach (odds 11/10)
Toronado (odds 13/8)
At this stage Aiden O’Brien has

Declaration of War (3 year old) (odds

5/1), Magician (3 year old) (odds 8/1)
and Mars (3 year old) (odds 16/1)
entered but none are definite runners
as we go to print.  A great race in
prospect I think.
Dawn Approach will win but no bet
recommended.
One of the big handicaps at Ascot on
27th July is the Betfair Internation
Handicap.
This will have twenty or more runners
and normally I would only have a
passing interest in this race but there is
a horse declared which could be a 5
point win maximum bet.  The horse in
question is Diescentric (6 year old)
trained by Julie Camancho.  Has been
very impressive on both his latest starts
beating Rex Imperator by one and a
half lengths at Doncaster 91st June)
and was incredibly impressive on 29th
June at Newcastle when beating
Bertiewhittle two and a half lengths.
This horse is on a huge upward curve
but, and this is a big but, must have cut
in the ground.  If she gets it I
recommend a 5 point maximum bet
(odds 10/1).

Until next time be Lucky and don’t give
too much to those awful Bookie
Chappies!

The Marksman
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David Price's career was left in
dire straits this month after he
suffered a second defeat to Tony
Thompson just five months after
being blown away by the
American in their first fight.
The Liverpudlian heavyweight had
been working his way towards a
world title shot when Thompson
floored and stopped him to wreck his
unbeaten record in February.
Price, who has just turned 30, had

hoped to avenge that loss and get
his career back on track at the
Liverpool Echo Arena tonight.
But Thompson proved his first win
was no fluke, carefully but
emphatically taking Price apart
before bludgeoning him into a fifth-
round stoppage.
Price had been 15-0 with 13
knockouts until a right hook behind
the ear from Thompson in the
second round sent him sprawling
and unable to recover.
He chased an immediate rematch
with the 41-year-old two-time world
title challenger and promoter Frank
Maloney delivered the goods by
securing him the chance to exact
quick revenge.
Thompson, with a record of 37-3
(25KOs), accepted the invitation and
the chance to prove his blow-out of
Price was no fluke.
This time around, 6ft 8ins Price had

a little help in the form of former
undisputed heavyweight king Lennox
Lewis, who worked closely with the
Scouser in his preparations for the
rematch.
Understandably, Price started
cautiously. Thompson landed a good
southpaw left early on but when the
Briton did throw, he was landing, with
two decent right hands towards the
end of the opening round.
The second began with much more
action as Price thudded home two
right hands which Thompson took
well. Another two landed as the pair
got tangled up at close quarters.
Thompson was having success of
his own, though, closing the distance
well to land shots but sometimes
smothering his own work. A left hook
by Price hurt the American for the
first time as he waded in at last
before throwing Thompson over.
A right hand as Thompson bent
forward sent the Washington DC
man crumpling to the canvas but he
did well to rise to his feet at referee
Marcus McDonnell's count of nine
before the bell saved him.

Price's confidence was growing and
another right had Thompson
struggling on the ropes. 'The Tiger'
fought back but was rocked by a left
uppercut. Thompson landed a
glancing uppercut of his own and a
left which Price dealt with late in the
third.
The veteran landed another good
uppercut early in the fourth as Price's
momentum waned as he looked to
be tiring and a graze appeared over
his right eye.
He was hurt by a right hook to the
body and looked in danger before
the bell signalled the end of the
round.
Price was taking too many shots as
he let Thompson fire at will. Several
hooking rights and lefts had him in
bother and the end looked imminent.
Trapped in the corner, he took a
standing count after several big shots
when really the fight should have
been stopped.
McDonnell looked into Price's eyes
and after seeing the effect of
countless heavy power shots, the
referee waved it off.

June saw the 6th
successful Haringey
Box Cup at
Alexandra Palace
with Harrow Road,
North Paddington
outfit, All Stars ABC,
being the most
successful club. All
Stars won 5 gold
medals over three
days of some 300
plus adult contests.
This means North
West London have
won the Haringey Box Cup team, club
championship for the last two years -
near neighbours, Notting Hill’s, Dale
Youth won last year. Not bad, North
West London coming out supreme
against strong club teams from all over
Britain, Ireland and Europe.  
Whilst mentioning NW London, the
first ever women’s boxing Olympic gold
medal was won, last year, by Leed’s,
Nicola Adams, poster girl in last month’s
article.
Nicola got back into action, for the first
time since the Olympics, winning gold in
July, in Hungary at the European Union
Championships. Lisa Whiteside from
Preston and reigning women’s world
middleweight champion, Hull’s,

Savannah Marshall, also won gold.
Dramas in amateur boxing
administration where the amateur
clubs, run by volunteers, find, fund, train
and nurture the boxers to national
championship level stood up to the
outside powers that be and ousted the
appointed chairman of the British
Amateur Boxing Association who had
been making moves, for the past two
years, to run boxing with a few of his
pals without recourse to the clubs or the
governing associations of the
respective countries, national governing
bodies that are democratically elected
by the boxing clubs. The national
governing bodies are the registered
entities to the world governing body
(AIBA now looking to call themselves
IBA, the International Boxing
Association) and thus to the Olympic
authority, (IOC). Yes, go figure, but that
sort of thinking is par for the course in
sport, worldwide.  Our German friends
have an expression that there is no one
in sport that can’t run faster than they
can think. Whoops, I guess I’m in that
category and I take nearly a minute to
do 100 yards.
Further dramas, as the very
entertaining, but controversial , World
Series Boxing, covered in past issues of
“The Badge”, sees Great Britain lose it’s

franchise, as GB’s first and now only
year was financed by AIBA, amateur
boxing’s world governing body. There
was never a chance of Sport
England/Sport Uk lottery funding being
allowed to finance what is in fact
professional boxing and is AIBA’s
attempt to take over professional
boxing. 
It was probably a good thing, in a
home Olympic year, to have gone along
with AIBA, but long term it is nonsense.
Simply, how can you have some
professional boxers allowed to box in
the Olympics and other AIBA
tournaments and not all professional
boxers? How can a competition
realistically, only available to 5% of the
world, competed at  5 non Olympic
weights, boxed under professional
rules, wearing professional equipment
over 5 x 3 minute rounds, qualify 20%
of the boxers for the Olympics, boxers
who then get to pick the Olympic weight
they wish to compete at? 
Now for good news, proactive, ABA
England President and Hon Sec
London ABA, Keith Walters, brought on
board, for London ABA, approximately
a year ago, the former Chief Executive
of ABA England, Paul King and in less
than a year London boxing has leapt
ahead financially and activity wise,

some of  the schemes having featured
in “The Badge” . Over a quarter of a
million pounds has been raised from
the private sector and community
interaction, via schools and local
government, using amateur boxing
clubs has grown at blistering speed.  A
creative plan for London’s amateur
boxing clubs, covering community
activities for the handicapped, through
to issues from weight problems to
youths not involved in employment,
education or training, (NEETS) will see
London’s amateur boxing clubs having
an integral role in local communities. It
won’t be long before all of London’s
borough councils will have signed up to
partnership schemes with London ABA.   
Keith Walters, Lynn AC, Camberwell,
was awarded, a well earned and long
overdue, OBE, in the recent honours
list, for his 40 plus years, unstinting
service, to amateur boxing. Keith has
covered the gamut of amateur boxing ,
everything from being a boxer through
to Chairman of the ABA and Chairman
of Selectors whilst always being firmly
set in the grass roots of amateur
boxing. A guest of AIBA one day and 24
hours later on the door at Fairfield Halls
whilst organizing tea and sandwiches
for his fellow, volunteer officials. Top job,
top man.

The Boddyman
- BOXNATION

Cups, Gold, Drama and Honours

Steve Bunce
-BOXNATION

Who next for David?
David Price is stopped
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